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Preface
In virtually any area of human activity, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are emerging. CPS are truly
complex, designed systems that integrate physical, software and network aspects. To date, no unifying
theory and no systematic design methods, techniques and tools exist for such systems. Individual
mechanical, electrical, network or software engineering disciplines only offer partial solutions. Multi-
paradigm Modelling (MPM) proposes to model every part and aspect of a system explicitly, at the most
appropriate level(s) of abstraction, using the most appropriate modelling formalism(s). Modelling
language engineering, including model transformations, and the study of their semantics, are used to
realize MPM. MPM is seen as an effective answer to the challenges of designing CPS.
The COST Action IC1404: Multi-Paradigm Modelling for Cyber-Physical Systems (MPM4CPS)
aims to promote foundations, techniques and tools for multi-paradigm modelling for cyber-physical
systems, and to provide educational resources to both academia and industry. This will be achieved
by bringing together and disseminating knowledge and experiments on CPS problems and MPM so-
lutions.
The fifth MPM4CPS workshop took place on November 24-25, 2016 in Malaga, Spain. The
program comprised presentations of MPM4CPS COST Action members discussing their work on
foundations, techniques, application domains, and education in MPM4CPS, as well as joint work
meetings. These proceedings collect the presentations given at the workshop. They cover many
different aspects of multi-paradigm modelling for cyber-physical systems including, but not limited to















– education in MPM4CPS.
We would like to thank the presenters contributing their work to the MPM4CPS COST Action.


























































































class GeneratorZeroCross extends Executive {




link("Generator", "DF", "ZeroCross", "event");
link("ZeroCross", "sample", "Generator", "CF");
link("ZeroCross", "Z", "Executive", "detect");
}
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$PUDQL 0 DQG &RPEHPDOH % DQG /XFLR / DQG 6HOLP * DQG 'LQJHO - DQG /H 7UDRQ < DQG 9DQJKHOXZH + DQG &RUG\ - Formal Verification
Techniques for Model Transformations: A Tridimensional Classification -RXUQDO RI 7HFKQRORJ\ 
Barriers for RT Formal Verif.
 Undecidability
 Both from the timed and non-timed parts, which are 
often intrically mixed into functionalities
 Abstractions required in each part for performing
formal verification
 Tool Maturity
 Most tools work on very low-level representations
(automata + various logics)
 How to relate results back to model level?
 Theoretical Foundations in MDE
 What is a « good » notion of time?





























 Formal Background: Category Theory [1]
 Tgg,
 Some MDE features (e.g., inheritance & containment)
addressed recently [2]
 Usually, visual (or hybrid) concrete syntax
 Customisable with metamodel concepts [3,4]
 Also with pure textual syntax (e.g., ATL)
 Common formal background with Petri Nets (PNs) [6]
 Reuse of existing tools and
existing Fv techniques
>@ 52=(1%(5**(GHandbook of Graph Grammars and Computing by Graph Transformation (Vol. I):RUOG6FLHQWLILF3XEOLVKLQJ
>@ -85$&. 6DQG 7$(17=(5 *$&RPSRQHQW&RQFHSWIRU7\SHG*UDSKV:LWK,QKHULWDQFHDQG&RQWDLQPHQW6WUXFWXUHV,QICGT SS±






 « Action » Languages [1]
 Specifically designed for manipulating model features;
 Operational in nature;
 Usually using a textual syntax close to code
 Formal backgrounds
 Semantics foundations from imperative / Object-Oriented
Languages [2].
 Possible reuse of existing technology
 With a high price for adapting it;
 Not necessarily at the adequate abstraction level
>@ &20%(0$/(%DQG&5e*87;DQG*$52&+(3/DQG7+,5,28;; (VVD\2Q6HPDQWLFV'HILQLWLRQLQ0'(± $Q,QVWUXPHQWHG$SSURDFK
IRU0RGHO9HULILFDWLRQJournal of Software SS±












 Discrete (with integers) or Dense 
(with rationals or reals)
 If bounded, simplifies the FV
 Language
 Structure, describing how internal
states are organised:
 Linear, in the form of sequences
 Branching, in the form of trees
 Determinism, describing how 
precisely the system is known:
 Abstraction from implementation details;
 Possible unprescribed choices ;
 Unknown environment
 Property Type, indicating which














Mechanisms within the language to 
express communication and 
synchronicity
 Synchronicity, describing at which
pace changes occur within the system
 Synchronous, at the same time;
 Asynchronous, at different/indpt paces
 Communication, describing how 
asynch. systems communicate
 Through shared resources; or























 [TaD]: Time as Data
 Time information represented within the model
 Example: clock counters, timers as MM attributes
 [TaC]: Time as Control
 Time information integrated at transformation level
 Example: time manipulation constructs available in the TL
 [TaE]: Time as Embedding
 Time not explicitly available
 Implicit in a third-party language, when translated
 Requires both model and transformation(s) to become translatable
Not mutually exclusive: all three can be mixed!>@ -'H/DUD(*XHUUD$%RURQDW5+HFNHODQG37RUULQL 'RPDLQ6SHFLILF 'LVFUHWH (YHQW0RGHOOLQJ DQG6LPXODWLRQ8VLQJ *UDSK7UDQVIRUPDWLRQ












 5 supporting references (classification, etc.)
 40 overviewed contributions
 Space constraints
 Some are cited by website (one ref for 10 pubs)
 Others have several references for slightly different usage
 Presentation Choice
 Also related to space constraints
 First try: by time representation, but does not fit
















Contribution Domain Language Features Time Rep.
StateCharts Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / MP TaC
Activity Diags
fUML Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / MP TaC
MARTE / CCSL Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Hybrid / ?? TaD + TaC
HybridUML Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / RS TaD + TaC
ForSyDe Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / RS TaC
ModHel’X Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Hybdrid / MP TaC









Contribution Domain Language Features Time Rep.
Petri Nets Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / RS TaC
Stochastic Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / MP TaC
De Lara & Vangheluwe Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / Rs TaC
De Lara, Guerra et al. Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / MP TaD + TaE
Strobl et al. Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / RS TaD
Gapay et al. Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / Rs TaD
Moment 2 Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / Rs TaC
E-Motions Discrete Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / Rs TaC
MechatronicUML Hybrid Branching / Non-Determ. Asynch. / MP TaC












1. A Classification for studying Real-Time MDE contributions
 Which Transformation Language is used?
 Which characteristics of time are important for V&V?
 How time is represented in MDE Frameworks?
2. A partial validation on selected contributions
 43 papers so far
3. An approach that should be refined, precised and extended
 Dimension 3 (Time Representation) should be more precise
 Is there more contribution in the « pure » MDE scope?
 How these compare with classical GPL approaches for time?




1. How to gather more papers?
 Perform a Systematic Litterature Review?
 Proceed by experience?
(contact specialised researchers + my own)
 Extend the study’s scope?
2. Consider all possible V&V techniques for Real-Time
 Integrated Testing (i.e. with HW) is common for 
embedded systems
 Simulation for continuous systems is also a huge
domain
 Formal Verification is limited to very specific part in 
the whole system
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Novel verification paradigms for nonlinear
hybrid automata
Several application domains
Eva M. Navarro López
School of Computer Science, Manchester, UK
COST Action IC1404 – Multi-Paradigm Modelling for
Cyber-Physical Systems (MPM4CPS)
Málaga Workshop, WG1 Foundations
Málaga, 24th November, 2016
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
Summary
1 The hybrid system salad
2 DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
3 Branches of DYVERSE
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
The hybrid system recipe
The hybrid system salad: A new fresh perspective
Different labels for the same idea
Combination of continuous dynamics and discrete phenomena
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DYVERSE: a cocktail of disciplines
Hybrid automaton framework
Research that challenges orthodoxy
Mixing theory and practice, breaking boundaries of different disciplines
DYnamical-driven VERification of Systems with Energy considerations
The first-funded project in the UK on the verification and control of
nonlinear hybrid systems
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DYVERSE: a cocktail of disciplines
Hybrid automaton framework
Hybrid automaton framework: basic elements
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
A collage of ideas
Dynamically-aware abstractions and formal verification:
exploiting dynamical properties of systems
Application-oriented approach: results for real-world systems
and automatic generation of hybrid automata from a dynamical
specification
Verification of stability-related and liveness properties
Complex systems applications
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Automated verification as a dynamical analysis tool
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
DyverseRBT: Dyverse Rigid Body Toolbox
What?
To generate automatically a general-purpose transition system for the
description of mechanical systems with multiple impacts and friction
Why?
Simulation: To create event-driven simulations of
multi-rigid-body mechanical systems
Formal verification: Hybrid systems automated verification
tools to check that properties of mechanical systems are
satisfied
Control: To include formal verification results in the control loop
to modify system response. Avoid ‘something bad will never
happen’ (safety), ensure ‘something good will happen’ (liveness)
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Limitations in multi-contact rigid-body systems
Beyond the bouncing ball
A simple example that cannot be expressed using the classical
hybrid automaton framework
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
The multi-rigid-body (MRB) hybrid automaton









New elements integrating computation of contact forces
Computation nodes
Non-dynamical discrete locations
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Hybrid automaton with computation nodes for a single neuron
A medium spiny neuron with D1-type receptors in the striatum
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Automatic generation of hybrid automata
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Implementation
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Dyverse Bounded Model Checker (DyverseBMC)
Overview of the modelling, simulation and verification framework
Mike O’Toole and Eva Navarro-López
http://staff.cs.manchester.ac.uk/˜navarroe/papers/otoole_navarro2016.pdf
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Dynamically-aware verification: liveness and deadness
DeadRegions. Generation of a dead region on a hybrid
automaton for a given inevitability property of reaching some
desired live region
proveByTA. Abstraction of a linear continuous system of the
form x˙ = Ax +b to a timed automaton for proving inevitability
(reaching a specified live zone). It then uses the stand-alone
prover of TA prover UPPAAL to prove the property
PWproveByTA. Abstraction of a piecewise-linear system of a
class of the form x˙ = Ax to a timed automaton for proving
inevitability. It then uses the stand-alone prover of TA prover
UPPAAL to prove the property
Eva Navarro-López and Rebekah Carter, TCS 2016
http://staff.cs.manchester.ac.uk/˜navarroe/research/dyverse/liveness/
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
DYVERSE team for the verification branches presented
Eva Navarro López DYVERSE
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The hybrid system salad
DYVERSE: a modelling, verification and control framework
Branches of DYVERSE
DyverseRBT: automated generation of hybrid automata
DyverseBMC: falsification of safety properties
Verification of liveness properties
Some references
E.M. Navarro-López, R. Carter. “Deadness and how to disprove liveness in hybrid dynamical
systems”. Theoretical Computer Science, 642 (2016), 1–23.
M. O’Toole, E.M. Navarro-López. “Falsification of safety properties in multi-rigid-body
mechanical systems with hybrid automata and constraint satisfaction”. Available at
http://staff.cs.manchester.ac.uk/˜navarroe/papers/otoole_navarro2016.pdf.
E.M. Navarro-López, U. Çelikok, N.S. S¸engör. “Hybrid systems neuroscience”. In the book
Closed-Loop Neuroscience, pp. 113–129. Academic Press, September 2016.
E.M. Navarro-López. “DYVERSE: From formal verification to biologically-inspired real-time
self-organising systems”. In the book Computation for Humanity – Information Technology to
Advance Society, pp. 305–350. CRC Press/Taylor & Francis, October 2013.
E.M. Navarro-López, D.S. Laila. “Group and total dissipativity and stability of multi-equilibria
hybrid automata”. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, 58(12) (2013), 3196–3202.
R. Carter, E.M. Navarro-López. “Dynamically-driven timed automaton abstractions for
proving liveness of continuous systems”. In Proceedings of the 10th International
Conference on Formal Modelling and Analysis of Timed Systems, FORMATS 2012, LNCS,
vol. 7595 (M. Jurdzin´ski and D. Nic˘kovic´, Eds), pp. 59–74, Springer-Verlag, 2012.
E.M. Navarro-López, R. Carter. “Hybrid automata: An insight into the discrete abstraction of
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1883–1898.
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A hybrid master (discrete-event and discrete-
time) for Functional Mockup Interface
Vincent Albert
LAAS-CNRS / University of Toulouse
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1. The required time for the solution of ݍ ݐ to change by ȟ is
οݐ ൌ ቐ
୼୕
ሶ௤ ݂݅ ሶݍ ് Ͳ
λ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁
At this time, the next state will be
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ȟ ൌ ݍ ݐ ൅ ȟݐ െ ݍሺݐሻ
1. The required time for the solution of ݍ ݐ to change by ȟ is
οݐ ൌ ቐ
୼୕
ሶ௤ ݂݅ ሶݍ ് Ͳ
λ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁
At this time, the next state will be
ݍ ݐ௞ ൅ οݐ ൌ ݍ ݐ௞ ൅ ݏ݅݃݊ ሶݍ ݐ௞ כ οܳ
2.   If ሶݍ changes of value before ݐ௞ ൅ οݐ then
ݍ ൌ ݍ ൅ ሶݍ כ ݁
οݐ ൌ ൞
οܳ െ ݍ െ ݍ݈
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h<0 is false at the integration step before ݐଵ
h<0 is true at the integration step a ݐଵ
DEVS FMU
3. Get time of FMU next event
2. Handle FMU input external event
9
1. Continuous /discrete interface
4. Handle FMU internal event








horizon = t + lookAheadHorizon;
























± Modular and hierarchical hybrid master (discrete-time 
and discrete-event simulation algorithms) for 
cosimulation and model exchange
± Passed with JModelica, failed with FMUSDK (?)
± Techno : FMIPP (SWIG, ODEINT)
 Perspectives
± Extend the standard for discrete-event paradigm
± Develop interface for VHDL simulator
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Adding Uncertainty and Units to Quantity Types 
in Software Models
Tanja Mayerhofer, Manuel Wimmer
Business Informatics Group, TU Wien, Austria
Tanja Mayerhofer
Workshop of IC1404 – Multi-Paradigm Modelling for Cyber-Physical Systems 
November 24-25, 2016, Malaga, Spain
Antonio Vallecillo, Loli Burgueño 
Atenea, Universidad de Málaga, Spain
Motivation
Uncertainty and Units in Engineering Disciplines
 Engineers naturally think about uncertainty associated with measured values 
and units of values
 Uncertainty and units are explicitly defined in models and considered in 
model-based simulations




(Coupled Clutches Example of Modelica Standard Library)
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Uncertainty and Units in Software Engineering
 Very limited support for representing uncertainty and units in software models
 No support for considering such properties in model-based simulations





What kind of value is measured?
In which unit is the value measured?
What is the uncertainty of the 
measurement method?
Contributions
1. Type system for representing measurement uncertainty and units
 Kernel representation for quantities
2. Algebra of operations for performing computations with uncertain data 
and units
 Computational kernel for computing quantities
3. Implementations for Java, OCL, UML
4
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Units and Dimensions Systems of Units
International System of Units (SI)
 Base dimensions: Length, Mass, Time, Electric Current, Thermodynamic 
Temperature, Amount of Substance, Luminous Intensity
 Base units: Meter (m), Kilogram (kg), Second (s), Ampere (A), Kelvin (K), Mole 
(mol), Candela (cd)
 Derived dimensions: 90 dimensions derived from the base dimensions 
e.g., Area, Volume, Velocity
 Derived units: 90 units derived from the base units
e.g., Square Meter (m²), Cubic Meter (m³), Meter per Second (m/s)
Other Systems of Units
 Centimeter-Gram-Second System (CGS)
 Imperial System
 United States Customary System (USCS, USC)
5B. N. Taylor and A. Thompson. The International System of Units (SI). NIST, 2008. http://www.nist.gov/pml/pubs/sp811/.
Units and Dimensions Representation of Units




௘೙ where ܤ௜ represents a base unit and ݁௜ its exponent
 Hence, any unit can be defined by the exponents ݁௜ of the base units: 
݁ଵǡ ݁ଵǡ ǥ ǡ ݁௡
 Examples
6
ܯ݁ݐ݁ݎ ݉ ൌ ݉ଵ כ ݇݃଴ כ ݏ଴ כ ܣ଴ כ ܭ଴ כ ܿ݀଴ כ ݉݋݈଴ כ ݎܽ݀଴ ൌ ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳ
ܵݍݑܽݎ݁ ܯ݁ݐ݁ݎ ݉ଶ ൌ ݉ଶ כ ݇݃଴ כ ݏ଴ כ ܣ଴ כ ܭ଴ כ ܿ݀଴ כ ݉݋݈଴ כ ݎܽ݀଴ ൌ ʹǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳ
ܯ݁ݐ݁ݎ ݌݁ݎ ܵ݁ܿ݋݊݀ ݉Ȁݏ ൌ ݉ଵ כ ݇݃଴ כ ݏିଵ כ ܣ଴ כ ܭ଴ כ ܿ݀଴ כ ݉݋݈଴ כ ݎܽ݀଴ ൌ ͳǡ Ͳǡെͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳ
R. Hodgson, P. J. Keller, J. Hodges, and J. Spivak. QUDT – Quantities, Units, Dimensions and Data Types Ontologies. 
TopQuadrant, Inc. and NASA AMES Research Center, 2014. http://qudt.org/.
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Units and Dimensions Conversion Between Units
 Conversion of quantity values from base units ܤ௜ to derived units ܦ௜
 Multiply the numerical value of the quantity value with conversion factor ݂ܿ
 Add an offset ݋ to the resulting numerical value
 Definition: ݔ ܦ௜ ൌ ሺݔ כ ܿ ௜݂ ൅ ݋௜ሻ ܤ௜
 Examples: 
 Conversion factors and offsets can be defined relative to the base units: 
ܿ ௜݂: ܿ ଵ݂ǡ ܿ ଵ݂ǡ ǥ ǡ ܿ ௡݂ ǡ݋௜: ݋ଵǡ ݋ଶǡǥ ǡ ݋௡
 Examples:
7
ܭ݈݅݋݉݁ݐ݁ݎ ݇݉ ǣ ݂ܿ ൌ ͳͲͲͲǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳ ݋݂ ൌ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳ
ܥ݈݁ܿ݅ݑݏ ιܥ ǣ ݂ܿ ൌ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳ ݋݂ ൌ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ ʹ͹͵Ǥͳͷǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳ
ܭ݈݅݋݉݁ݐ݁ݎ ݌݁ݎ ܪ݋ݑݎ ݇݉Ȁ݄ ǣ ݂ܿ ൌ ͳͲͲͲǡ ͳǡ ͵͸ͲͲǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳǡ ͳ  ݋݂ ൌ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳǡ Ͳ
ݔ ݇݉ ൌ ݔ כ ͳͲͲͲ ൅ Ͳ ݉
ݔ ιܥ ൌ ሺݔ כ ͳ ൅ ʹ͹͵Ǥͳͷሻ
ݔ ݇݉Ȁ݄ ൌ ሺݔ כ ଵ଴଴଴ଷ଺଴଴ ൅ ͲሻȀ























Measurement Uncertainty Representation of Uncertainty
Definition: Standard Uncertainty [GUM]
 Uncertainty of the result of a measurement ݔ expressed as a standard 
deviation ݑ
 Representation: ݔ േ ݑ or ሺݔǡ ݑሻ
 Examples:
9[GUM] JCGM 100:2008. Evaluation of measurement data – Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement. 
Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology, 2008.
Normal distribution: ሺݔǡ ߪሻ with mean ݔ, standard deviation ߪ
Interval ܽǡ ܾ : Uniform or rectangular distribution is assumed
ሺݔǡ ݑሻ with ݔ ൌ ௔ା௕ଶ , ݑ ൌ
ሺ௕ି௔ሻ
ଶ ଷ



















































duration = end.time – start.time
distance = end.position – start.position
avgVelocity = distance / duration
avgAcceleration = (end.velocity – start.velocity) / duration
YHORFLW\ 4XDQWLW\
Start A B C N…

























































GXUDWLRQ    V
GLVWDQFH   P
DYJ9HORFLW\     PV
DYJ$FFHOHUDWLRQ     PVð
HQG
duration = end.time – start.time
distance = end.position – start.position
avgVelocity = distance / duration
avgAcceleration = (end.velocity – start.velocity) / duration
00HDVXUH
WLPH   V
SRVLWLRQ   P
YHORFLW\ PV
00HDVXUH
WLPH   V
SRVLWLRQ   P
YHORFLW\   PV
Start A B C N…




 Java: Reference implementation
 OCL (USE Tool): 
 Specification of operations with 
preconditions and postconditions
 Support for imperative use of 
operations (SOIL)
 UML (Papyrus, MagicDraw):
 Support for specifying quantities and 
computations with quantities
 Proof-of-concept prototype for executing 
computations with quantities with fUML
 Download: https://github.com/moliz/moliz.quantitytypes
Implementation
17USE Tool: https://sourceforge.net/projects/useocl/ MagicDraw: http://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw.html
Eclipse Papyrus UML:  https://eclipse.org/papyrus/
Java Example
Length initialPosition = new Length(0, 0.001, Units.Meter);
Length finalPosition = new Length(10, 0.001, Units.Meter);
Length distance = finalPosition.minus(initialPosition);
USE OCL Example
!new UReal(’ip’)







Ongoing and Future Work
 Implementation
 Evolve fUML proof-of-concept implementation to full implementation
 Alf implementation (textual action language for fUML)
 Full integration with Papyrus and MagicDraw
 Eclipse OCL implementation
 Refinement of the conceptual model of quantity types
 Different kinds of uncertainty (e.g., interval, different probability distributions)
 Different kinds of units (e.g., length units, time units, etc.)
 Representation of quantities
 Useable representation of quantities














A. Vallecillo, C. Morcillo, and P. Orue. Expressing Measurement Uncertainty in Software Models. In Proc. of 10th Int. 
Conf. on the Quality of Information and Communications Technology (QUATIC), 1–10, 2016.
T. Mayerhofer, M. Wimmer, A. Vallecillo. Adding Uncertainty and Units to Quantity Types in Software Models. In 




MODELLING WITH USE CASE 
MODELLING TO DISCOVER 
UNKNOWNS




Chief Research Scientist, Simula Research Laboratory, Oslo, Norway
Workshop of ICT COST Action1404, Malaga, 2016
U-Test is a EU-funded H2020 project
(2015 Jan. – 2017 Dec.)
2
TESTING CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS UNDER 
UNCERTAINTY
Website: http://www.u-test.eu
Overall Funding: 3.71 Million Euros
Duration: 2015 to 2018
# Partners: 9
We are going beyond the scope of this project and establishing 





Automated Warehouse (AW) 
ULMA Handling Systems, Spain
Geo Sports (GS)







U-RUCM is an extension to RUCM for specifying 
uncertainties as part of system requirements.
Conceptual model RUCM (Req. Spe.) Test Ready Models in UML Class Diagrams and State Machines
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The U-Model takes a subjective







Man Zhang, Bran Selic, Shaukat Ali, Tao Yue, Oscar Okariz and Roland Norgren, Understanding Uncertainty in Cyber-
Physical Systems: A Conceptual Model, 12th European Conference on Modelling Foundations and Applications (ECMFA), 
2016. https://www.simula.no/file/u-modeltrfinalpdf/download


































The Uncertainty Model Expands On Uncertainty
From Several Different Viewpoints And 


















The Purpose Of The Measure Model Is To Give A 







U-RUCM integrates U-Model and RUCM.
9
Belief Template Is Newly Introduced To Specify 
Belief Use Case Specification, Which Inherits The 







Specify uncertainty with U-RUCM in 
industry settings
 U-RUCM was able to significantly improve on 
characterization, and understanding of uncertainty 
requirements.
 Key experience
 Learn about uncertainty by applying U-RUCM
 Systematically discover unknown known indeterminacy sources and 
uncertainties and transforming them into known unknown 
uncertainties and known known indeterminacy sources.
11
More Information about U-RUCM:







Foster long-term and community-wide 
benefits through standardization
 Uncertainty Modeling
 Initiated the standardization process in June 2016
Uncertainty RFI is officially issued in Sep. 2016




Model-Driven Testing of Cyber-Physical 
Systems with the Explicit Consideration of 
Uncertainty (U-Testing)
Shaukat Ali, Man Zhang, Tao Yue
{shaukat, tao, manzhang}@simula.no
IC1404 Cost Action Meeting
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EG1: Class Entities 
Generator







EG3: Executable Test 
Case Generator
outputs




























Pro.2: #TC%Uncertainty Space%Transition 















UML Testing Profile V.2





The overall approach of U-Testing has several steps.
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3Test Interfaces of the Geo Sports system and test infrastructure 
are captured as a set of class diagrams.
4
Expected behaviour of Geo Sports is modelled as a Belief State 
Machine.
119
5Test configuration is modelled as an object diagram.
6
Automation of test execution is supported by test APIs 
implemented as REST APIs.
120





- All Simple Path




Uncertainty Related Objectives 
(Uncertainty theory)
- Max. the number of uncertainties
- Max. the number of unique uncertainties
- Max. the subjective confidence (uncertainty 
measure)
- Max. the uncertainty space
- Min. the number of test cases



























Uncertainty Space 136 80%
Uncertainty Measure 490 60%













We apply the best strategy to test the real case 













s APML 336 98









 Test infrastructures have been built, which 
enable the introduction of known 
indeterminacy sources.
- Signal Shielding box and Far From Locator 





 Man Zhang, Bran Selic, Shaukat Ali, Tao Yue, Oscar Okariz and Roland Norgren, Understanding Uncertainty in Cyber-Physical 
Systems: A Conceptual Model, 12th European Conference on Modelling Foundations and Applications (ECMFA), 2016. 
https://www.simula.no/file/u-modeltrfinalpdf/download
 Man Zhang, Tao Yue, Shaukat Ali, Bran Selic,  Oscar Okariz, Roland Norgren, Karmele Intxausti, Santiago Charramendieta. 
Specifying Uncertainty in Use Case Models in Industrial Settings. Simula Research Laboratory, Technical Report 2016. 
https://www.simula.no/publications/specifying-uncertainty-use-case-models-industrial-settings
 Man Zhang, Shaukat Ali, Tao Yue and Malin Hedman. Uncertainty-based Test Case Generation and Minimization for Cyber-
Physical Systems: A Multi-Objective Search-based Approach. Simula Research Laboratory, 2016. 
https://www.simula.no/publications/uncertainty-based-test-case-generation-and-minimization-cyber-physical-systems-multi
 Tao Yue, Shaukat Ali, Bran Selic, Uncertainty Modeling, Request for Information, Object Management Group, 2016, 
http://www.omg.org/members/cgi-bin/do c?ad/16-08-01.pdf
 Tao Yue, Shaukat Ali, Man Zhang and Dipesh Pradhan. Standardization Bodies and Standards Relevant for Uncertainty 
Modelling, Simula Research Laboratory, Technical Report 2016-05, 2016.https://www.simula.no/publications/standardization-
bodies-and-standards-relevant-uncertainty-modelling
 Man Zhang, Shaukat Ali, Tao Yue and Roland Norgren, Interactively Evolving Test Ready Models with Uncertainty Developed 
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Separation of Concerns in
Continuous Time Hierarchical Co-simulation
Cla´udio Gomes, Joachim Denil, Bart Meyers, Hans Vangheluwe
IC1404 – Multi-Paradigm Modelling for Cyber-Physical Systems
November 24–25, 2016, Malaga, Spain
Motivation
 Simulation has helped us so far. . .
 . . . but not to its full potential.
 Complex systems have to be partitioned into sub-systems,
developed by specialized teams.
 Their own M&S tools;
 Some are external companies;
 Leading to locally (but not globally) optimal solutions:
 Models of each partial solution cannot be integrated;
 IP cannot be cheaply disclosed;
124
Co-simulation
 Theory and techniques to enable global simulation of a
coupled system, via the composition of sub-system simulators.
 Sub-system simulators are virtual mock-ups:
 Executable binaries;
 Common API for communication. . .
























Si = 〈Xi ,Ui ,Yi , δi , λi , xi (0), φUi 〉
δi : R× Xi × Ui → Xi
λi : R× Xi × Ui → Yi or R× Xi → Yi
xi (0) ∈ Xi









CS = 〈UCS ,YCS , {Si} , L, φUCS 〉
L : Y1 × . . .× Yn × YCS × U1 × . . .× Un × UCS → Rm
ALGORITHM 1: Orchestration.
Data: An autonomous scenario CS = 〈∅,YCS , {Si} , L, ∅〉
and a communication step size H.




yi (t) = λi (t, xi (t), ui (t)), for i = 1, . . . , n
L(y1(t), . . . , yn(t), yCS (t), u1(t), . . . , un(t)) = 0¯
;
xi (t + H) := δi (t, xi (t), ui (t)), for i = 1, . . . , n;
t := t + H;
end

















































































































ck = 0.1 dk = 0.1





Example: Strongly Coupled Clusters Sensitivity





Strongly Coupled Clusters Results
H = 0.01
max ‖x1 − x˜1‖ = 0.0294
max ‖x2 − x˜2‖ = 0.0583
max ‖x3 − x˜3‖ = 0.0582
H = 0.1
H ′ = 0.005
max ‖x1 − x˜1‖ = 0.0340
max ‖x2 − x˜2‖ = 0.0217
max ‖x3 − x˜3‖ = 0.0214
Conclusion
 Our approach, underpinned by MDD:
 Introduce artiﬁcial simulators to solve local concerns;
 Optimize conﬂicting concerns at global level;
 Correctness veriﬁed via:
 Analytical solutions with toy examples;
 Simulation of the coupled model;
 High accuracy co-simulation;
 Beneﬁts:
 Leverage existing standards for co-simulation;
 Systematically address concerns while reusing existing
orchestration algorithms;
 Downsides (Future work):
 Keep scenarios readable;
 Huge search space for conﬂicting concerns;
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Introduction to Physical-Systems Modelling 
with Bond Graphs
Jan F. Broenink
University of Twente, NL
24 November, Malaga, Spain
C1404 – Multi-Paradigm Modelling for Cyber-Physical Systems
Tutorial-BG.key - 24 November 2016
Jan Broenink young MPM4CPS, 17+18+ (19) Dec 2015 @ UT
Modelling — basics
• System 
• Parts forming a whole; parts have functional relationship 
• Has boundary: what belongs to the system and what not 
• Model (of a system) 
• Description of a system: parts & relations 
• SimpliRed, but complex enough 
- to study phenomena relevant for our problem context 
• Competent Model 
- as simple as possible, but sufRcient for the goal of the model 
• Modelling goals 
- understand dynamic behaviour 
- compute a reaction in a control system 
- predict in a design context
2
Figures taken from: 
J van Amerongen “Dynamical Systems” 
text book, see reference on slide 31  
Sometimes referred to as  Fig n.n JvA
Tutorial-BG.key - 24 November 2016
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Jan Broenink young MPM4CPS, 17+18+ (19) Dec 2015 @ UT
Modelling - choices what eects to describe
• Network of basic elements 
• complex: structure in submodels, sub-submodels etc 
• What to model 
• depends on purpose / goal 
• Our case 
• understand physics / dynamic behaviour 
- on a rather global level 
- a network of elements 
• control law design 
- function blocks (transfer functions) is enough
3
Tutorial-BG.key - 24 November 2016
Jan Broenink young MPM4CPS, 17+18+ (19) Dec 2015 @ UT
Interaction in Models
• Unilateral 
• signals approach 
• Bilateral 
• physical-systems approach 
• mutual inSuence 
• exchange of energy
4
Fig 1.4 and 1.5 JvA
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Modeling: essential dynamics
• Dynamics 
• Behaviour depends on the past! 
• Change of variables is essential here 
• Time 
• continuous value of time 
• observe at Rxed intervals: discrete time 
• Examples
5
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Modelling: physics domains, bond graphs
• Domains 
• Electro-Magnetic, Mechanical: translation, rotation 
• Hydraulic, Thermal 
• Physical effects 
• in all domains the same 
• resulting in the same equations! 
• 9 basic elements 
• C, I, R, Se, Sf 
• TF: transformer; GY: gyrator 
• Network:  
- common effort => 0 junction 
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Ideal behaviour — real components
• Ideal: only the essential effect (only one) 
• Elementary behaviour 
• Components 
• physical thing… Spring = spring, and mass, and friction, and? 
• parasitic effects 
• Lumped-parameter Models 
• assume all elementary properties concentrated in elements 
- mass => point mass 
- spring => only the spring behaviour, nothing more
7
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Electrical Domain
• Physics Concepts 
• Ideal Physical Models 
• Transformer 
• like ideal electrical transformer 
- u1 = n u2 
- i2 = n i1 
- n = n1 / n2 
• Gyrator 
• artiRcial element when within domain 
- u1 = r i2 











Capacitor            Resistor              inductance
TF, GY: only transduce! P1 = P2
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Mechanical Domain
• Physics Concepts 
• Ideal Physical Models 
• Transformer 
• like ideal lever / gears / chain wheels 
- F1 = n F2 
- v2 = n v1 
- n = n1 / n2 
• Gyrator 
• transduction in electromotor 
- u1 = r 2 
- T2 = r i1
9
transformers
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Bond Graphs — Essence
• Essential Idea 
• Graph to describe dynamic behaviour 
• Exchange of energy (Sow of power between nodes) 
- Domain-independent  
• Graphs: Bond Graphs / Ideal Physical Models 
• Directed graph: submodels & ideal connections 
• 5 basic physical effects 
- storage (C, I), dissipation (R), transformation (TF, GY), networks (0, 1), sources (Se, Sf) 
• Model elements 
- describe only one single physical effect 
- compound structures: network of elements 
• Encapsulation of contents 
• Interface: ports with 2 variables 
- (u, i): voltage & current; (F, v): force & velocity  
• Equations as equalities (math. Equations) 
- Not as algorithm: u = i * R   ->  u := i * R  of  i := u / R
10
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Domain-independent descriptions
• Use analogies of physical phenomena 
• concepts are the same in different domains 
- Capacitor ~ Spring 
- Coil ~ Mass 
- Resistor ~ Friction 
- E-Transformer ~ Lever, gear wheels 
- Kirchhoff, d’Alembert: 0 and 1 junction 
• Mapping of variables to each other, and general version 
- u, F, e and i, v, f 
- methodological choice! 
• Based on energy exchange… using power ports 
- P = ui      P = Fv      P = T        P = p
- u, i      F, v     T,     p,     power conjugated variables 
• See connections of elements as ports 
- power goes in / out => energy Sow 






2 terminals -> 1 port
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Bond Graphs — Elements
• Capacitor, Coil, and Spring, Mass: C and I 
• store energy (and retrieve energy), 
• differential equation 
• Resistor, Damper, Friction: R 
• dissipates energy to thermal domain 
• gets lost for the E, M domains 
• Transformers, Levers, Motors: TF, GY 
• transform energy,  
• transduce, often to other domain 
• have 2 ports!  
• Junctions, 0 and 1 
• network, Kirchhoff, d’Alembert 
• common u, F -> 0 or common i, v -> 1 
• Source: voltage, current, force etc: Se, Sf 
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Produce bond graph out of physical-systems model — I
13
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Produce bond graph out of physical-systems model — I
13
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Transducers: DC motor
• Transduction only 
• Practical component 
• network model of it 
• motor E -> M 
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junctions: the equations — II 
17
 

















0: common effort 
Sows ± sum
1: common Sow 
efforts ± sum
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Techniques — Modelling overview
• First step in Modelling - sketch, relational diagram 
• quite informal, Rrst step in modelling choices 
• Construct IPM or Bond Graph 
• Modelling choices are made 
• Network of ideal elements 
• Construct Bond Graph from IPM 
• 8-step procedure (see handout) 
• Convert Bond graph to Causal bond graph 
• add computational direction (automatically — 20-sim) 
• energy exchange => signals 
• gives insight in dynamic behaviour  
- on graph level already, no need to derive equations Rrst 
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Produce a bond graph from an IPM
• Identify domains and elements 
• Determine domains and basic elements 
• Indicate reference effort (velocity) 
• Generate connection structure 
• Identify all other efforts (velocities) 
• Draw efforts (velocities). not reference 
• Identify all effort differences (velocity differences) 
• Construct and draw effort (velocity) differences  
• Connect elements & Rnish 
• Connect ports of elements 
• Simplify the graph
19
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Causal analysis — causal constraints
• Determine the signal direction of variables at bonds 
• Causal constraints imposed by equations 
• Rxed causality 
- output is Rxed: Sources, non invertible equations 
• constrained causality 
- relations between different element ports: TF, GY, 0, 1 
• preferred causality 
- integrating causality for storage elements: C, I 
- initial condition, numerically easier 
• indifferent causality, no constraint 
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Causal analysis - procedure
• Procedure 
• work from strongest constraint downward 
• & propagate via junctions / TF, GY 
- 1. Fixed causality 
- 2. Preferred causality 
- 3. Indifferent causality 
• Insight 
• Complete after 2, 3: OK 
• Complete after 1: OK, no dynamics 
• ConSicts 
- @ 1: wrong model 
- @ 2: dependent storage elements (something forgotten?) 
- @ 3: algebraic loop (something forgotten?) 
• Solve conSicts 
- change model / manipulate graph 
- just simulate — need iteration in solver … 
21
Let 20-sim do this!!!!
Numbering of Causal Strokes 
reveals the order of assigning
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Generate Equations 
• Causal bond graph  
• no causal conSicts -> ODE 
• causal conSicts -> DAE 
• automated in most bond-graph software 
• Procedure 
• Mixed set of differential and algebraic equations 
- constitutive relations in causal form 
- 2n equations for n bonds 
• Eliminate algebraic equations 
- identities (Se, Sf, 0, 1),  
- multiplications (R, TF, GY) 
- equations junctions into ODE 
• Mark state variables (+ semi state vars)
22
Let 20-sim do this!!!!
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1: domains and elements
2: reference e , v
3: other e , v
4: draw e , v 
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Bond-graph construction: example II
24
:U12 :U23
u1 u2 u3 1
v1
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Bond-graph construction: example III
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Bond-graph construction: example IV
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Simulation
• Nicely automated by modern tools like 20-sim 
• Model is ODE or DAE (conSicts) 
• Aspects of models relevant for simulation 
• Presence of implicit equations 
- conSict at step 2 or at step 3 
- implicit integration methods only 
• Presence of discontinuities 
- special integration method  
• Numerical stiffness 
- S(t)=max(|Re((t)|)/min(|Re((t)|) 
• Oscillatory components (no damping) 
- stiff integration methods behave bad
29
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Review
• Bond graphs 
• domain independent 
• only macroscopic: no quantum effects 
• directed graph: parts interconnected by bonds 
• bond: energy relation <-> bilateral signal Sow 
• Methods 
• systematic method IPM --> Bond graph 
• causal analysis 
• equations, block diagrams 
• Object-oriented modeling 
• declarative, non-causal, hierarchical, deRnition & use 
• Not presented 
• multiple connections 
• multiport elements (transducers) 
• other causality algorithms
30
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Further Reading
• Fundamentals 
• Paynter, 61: Analysis and design of engineering systems, Class Notes - origin! 
• Breedveld, 84: Physical systems theory in terms of bond graphs, PhD thesis,  
• Breedveld, 85: Multibond–graph elements in physical systems theory, J. Franklin Inst 
• Textbooks 
• Karnopp, Margolis, Rosenberg, 90: System dynamics, a uniRed approach, Wiley 
• Thoma, 90: Simulation by bond graphs - Introduction to a graphical method, Springer 
• Cellier, 91: Continuous System Modeling, Springer 
• Job van Amerongen, 2011, Dynamical Systems for Creative technology (pdf also) 
- most Rgures in this slide set are from this text book 
• Conferences 
• ICBGM, 93, 95, 97, 99, etc even in 2016: in Winter Multiconference USA 
• Journals 
• Journal of the Franklin Institute, special issues on bond graphs (1991) 
• Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control. 
• Software 
• Enport (Rosenberg), CAMP (Granda), MS1 (Lorenz), 20-sim (Broenink), Amesim 
31
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Examples to look at  / or try out yourself
• Examples Directory 
• bond graphs 
- speaker - 2D transduction with storage 
- trolley - 2D mechanics 
- Newton Craddle - contact 
• 3D mechanics 
- knuckleBoomCraneKeyboard 
- Complex robot OSCAR 
• Control 
- Advanced Control / FSM 
- Finite State Machines stuffed in 20-sim 
- Standard Control 
- Active suspension
32
Quarter Car Model 
vertical movement at 1 wheel
controlled 2nd order system 
favorite test model
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Patrizio Pelliccione
Associate Professor (Docent),  Chalmers|GU
www.patriziopelliccione.com   
Architecting the next generation 
of vehicles
November 24-25, 2016, Malaga, Spain 
COST Action “IC1404 – Multi-Paradigm Modelling for 
Cyber-Physical Systems” 
A car is a 
complex system 
Thanks to Martin Hiller, Fuse meeting - September 23, 2016 
160
A car is a 
complex system 
Thanks to Martin Hiller, Fuse meeting - September 23, 2016 
How many 
Electronic Control 
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LIN15 0x1B4x Spare 









































Car in a SoS 
Ecosystem & Transparency 
Autonomous vehicle Variability 
A car is a 
complex system 
Which formalism to use to describe the 
architecture of a complex system? 
162
Architecture Description Language (ADL)? UML / UML profile? 
Which formalism to use to describe the architecture 
of a complex system? 
Survey on ALs – research questions 
RQ1: What are the architectural description needs of practitioners? 
RQ2: What features typically supported by existing architectural languages are 
useful (or not useful) for the software industry? 
• Interviewed 48 practitioners from 40 different IT 
companies in 15 countries (questionnaire of 51 
questions)
I. Malavolta, P. Lago, H. Muccini, P. Pelliccione, A. Tang (2013)  What Industry Needs from 
Architectural Languages : A Survey, IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE) 
39: 6. 869-891
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Survey on ALs – some findings
1. Architectural languages used in practice mostly originate from industrial 
development instead of from academic research 
• Implication: Need of understanding industrial requirement 
2. ALs should combine features supporting both communication and disciplined 
development. We call this the introvert versus extrovert nature of architect 
role.
3. Organizations prefer semi-formal and generic ALs to formal and domain-
specific ones 
• Implication: ALs should be simple and intuitive to communicate the right message to 
stakeholders, while enabling formality so to drive analysis and automatic tasks 
4. Unclear the Return on Investment (ROI)
List of Architectural Languages: http://www.di.univaq.it/malavolta/al/
Architecture Description Language (ADL)? UML / UML profile? 
A set of them, many tools? 
Which formalism to use to describe the architecture 
of a complex system? 
164
Multiple views! 
Multiple views !?! 
• Who are the intended consumers of a view? 
• What’s the purpose of a view? 
• What’s the rationale of a view? 
• Why are we using this specific modeling 
environment?
• How the different views relate each other? 
165
Architecture Framework ! 
An architecture framework is a coordinated set of viewpoints, 
conventions, principles and practices for architecture description 
within a specific domain of application or community of stakeholders 
42010-2011 - ISO/IEC/IEEE Systems and software 




42010-2011 - ISO/IEC/IEEE  





42010-2011 - ISO/IEC/IEEE  
Systems and software engineering -- 
Architecture description 
Architecture Framework 
• A set of general elements of an architecture described by use of a concise and 
consistent terminology 
• Guidance and rules for modelling, documenting, developing, understanding, analysing, 
using, and comparing architectures based on a common denominator (/ISO42010/) across 
a (virtual) development organization (i.e. value net).
• The intention of an architecture framework for the automotive industry is to 
• ensure that descriptions of vehicle architectures can be compared and related across
different vehicle programs, development units and organizations 
• establish the foundation for overall value creation efficiency, risk reduction and, 
ultimately, increased innovation 
M. Broy, M. Gleirscher, S. Merenda, D. Wild, Automotive Architecture Framework: Towards a Holistic and Standardised System Architecture 

























P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Agren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, Automotive Architecture Framework: the experience of Volvo Cars,
submitted to Journal of System Architecture (JSA).    
P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Ågren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, A proposal for an Automotive Architecture Framework for Volvo 
Cars, Second International Workshop on Automotive Software Architectures WICSA/CompArch 2016 April 5 2016, Venice, Italy (2016)  
Volvo Cars Architecture framework 
Identified problem within Volvo Cars 
• The actual architecture of the car is not exactly the one 
conceived by the architects 
• The architecture is also emerging during development (bottom-up) 
• Some architectural decisions are made unconsciously 
• Which decisions have an impact on the architecture? – not easy 















Limitations of the actual architecture description 
• Importance varies over time 
• Easily becomes out of date 
• Too many details 
• Variability management 
• Should better document the design decisions 
• Should better document / make explicit the assumptions made 
• Should be a living document connected with the other development 
phases
• Should handle different views and viewpoints of different stakeholders’ 
concerns










U. Eliasson, R. Heldal, P. Pelliccione, J.Lantz (2015)  Architecting in the Automotive Domain: Descriptive vs Prescriptive Architecture In: In Proceedings 
of 12th Working IEEE / IFIP Conference on Software Architecture (WICSA 2015), IEEE, Montreal, Canada. 
R. Heldal, P. Pelliccione, U. Eliasson, J. Lantz, J. Derehag, J. Whittle, Descriptive vs Prescriptive Models in Industry, Models 2016, St-Malo, France, 2016 
Volvo Cars Architecture framework 
• Focus on:
• System of Systems (SoS) 
viewpoint
• Continuous Integration & 
Deployment (CI&D) viewpoint 
• Ecosystem viewpoint 
P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Agren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, Automotive Architecture Framework: the experience of Volvo Cars,
submitted to Journal of System Architecture (JSA).    
P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Ågren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, A proposal for an Automotive Architecture Framework for Volvo 
Cars, Second International Workshop on Automotive Software Architectures WICSA/CompArch 2016 April 5 2016, Venice, Italy (2016)  
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Architecture Framework: stakeholders 
Architecture Framework: scenarios 
170
Car in a SoS: concerns 
• Once the car is part of a SoS, how to guarantee functional
safety requirements?
• Once functional safety requirements involve devices 
that are outside of the vehicle (other constituent systems 
of the SoS), how to ensure that these requirements will be 
guaranteed?
• How the methods and processes for end-to-end function 
development and continuous delivery of software need to 
evolve to be suitable in a systems of systems setting? 
• Which functions in the car are allowed to use data coming 
from other constituents? Distributed end-to-end functionality 
Safety
P. Pelliccione, E. Johansson, T. Larsson, M. Aramrattana, M. Ågren, G. Jonsson and R. Heldal, Cars as constituents of a System of Systems, ECSA 
Colloquium on Software-intensive Systems-of-Systems (SiSoS), ACM 2017. 
P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Agren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, Automotive Architecture Framework: the experience of Volvo 
Cars, submitted to Journal of System Architecture (JSA).   
Car in a SoS: concerns 
• How to enable a reliable and efficient communication
between the vehicle and heterogeneous entities, like other 
vehicles, road signals, pedestrians, etc.? 
• How to be sure that the vehicle and other constituent 
systems of the SoS will be able to exchange information 
and to use the information that has been exchanged? 
• How to keep the data shared within the SoS (and possible 
replication of data) sufficiently updated or synchronized?
• How to manage the age of available information?
Connectivity and Heterogeneity
of communication channels 
Interoperability among constituent systems 
(cars, road signals, road infrastructure, )
P. Pelliccione, E. Johansson, T. Larsson, M. Aramrattana, M. Ågren, G. Jonsson and R. Heldal, Cars as constituents of a System of Systems, ECSA 
Colloquium on Software-intensive Systems-of-Systems (SiSoS), ACM 2017. 
P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Agren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, Automotive Architecture Framework: the experience of Volvo 
Cars, submitted to Journal of System Architecture (JSA).   
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Car in a SoS: concerns 
• How to guarantee that the security of the vehicle 
is preserved once the vehicle becomes 
connected?
• How to identify the right tradeoff between shared 
data and users' privacy? 
• Which functions in the car are allowed to make 
use of data coming from other constituents? 
Cyber security and privacy 
P. Pelliccione, E. Johansson, T. Larsson, M. Aramrattana, M. Ågren, G. Jonsson and R. Heldal, Cars as constituents of a System of Systems, ECSA 
Colloquium on Software-intensive Systems-of-Systems (SiSoS), ACM 2017. 
P. Pelliccione, E. Knauss, R. Heldal, M. Agren, P. Mallozzi, A. Alminger, D. Borgentun, Automotive Architecture Framework: the experience of Volvo 
Cars, submitted to Journal of System Architecture (JSA).   
CI&D viewpoint: concerns 
• How can we avoid building the wrong architecture?
• How can we reduce the number of architectural 
assumptions?
• How can a system respond quicker to changes in 
the market? 
• How can we deal with changing interfaces?
• How can we deal with dependencies?
C. Yang, P. Liang, P. Avgeriou, U. Eliasson, R. Heldal, P. Pelliccione, T. Bi, Documentation of software architectural assumptions: An industrial 
case study, Submitted to Journal of systems and Software (JSS) 
E. Knauss, P. Pelliccione, R. Heldal, M. Ågren, S. Hellman, D. Maniette: Continuous Integration Beyond the Team: A Tooling Perspective on 
Challenges in the Automotive Industry. ESEM 2016: 43:1-43:6 
A. Shahrokni, P. Gergely, J. Söderberg, P. Pelliccione (2016)  Organic Evolution of Development Organizations - An Experience Report In: SAE 
2016 World Congress and Exhibition - Model-Based Controls and Software Development.  
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Ecosystem and transparency: concerns 
• Which types of value-chains are implied by a given 
system architecture and what is their purpose? 
• How to map supplier development capabilities to 
demands created by a specific system architecture? 
• How can we establish the required level of transparency
in a value-chain? 
• How can we manage transparency (e.g. of architectural 
decisions) in the face of changing suppliers? 
 R. van der Valk, P. Pelliccione , P. Lago , R. Heldal , E. Knauss, and J. Juul, Continuous Delivery in the Automotive Ecosystem: Transparency 
Trade-offs in Software Value-Chains, Submitted to International Conf. Software Engineering (ICSE) SEIP 2017. 
Ongoing work 
• Detailing the viewpoints 
 Identifying Model kinds 
• Modeling and managing relationships 
among viewpoints 
• Integrating Architecture framework with 
ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method)
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Takeaways 
• Defining an architecture for a complex and real 
system is much more than just modeling 
• Effective solution in practice need to combine 
technical aspects with organization, process,
and business aspects 
• Architecture frameworks are a promising way to 
manage the complexity of the architecture of a 
































































































































































































































































































 ! gen_0Health -> 䖣! C0Status 
[Acbus_1Power <-> (gen_0Health && C0Status) ||  
    (gen_1Health && C1Status)] 
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A Multi-Domain Approach to Design of CPS in 
Special Education: Issues of Evaluation and 
Adaptation 
 
Maya Dimitrova, Anna Lekova, Snezhanka Kostova, Chavdar Roumenin, 
Milena Cherneva, Aleksandar Krastev and Ivan Chavdarov 
Institute of Systems Engineering and Robotics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Akad. G. 
Bonchev Str., Bl. 2, POB 79  
Email: dimitrova.iser@gmail.com  
Abstract   The paper presents a multi-domain approach to design of Cyber-Physi-
cal-Systems, especially in special education. The domains of game design for edu-
cation and the control systems design are merged into the domain of novel educa-
tional technology design.  The approach is tested within the recent EEA Grant 
project of Bulgaria and Norway "METEMSS: Methodologies and technologies for 
enhancing the motor and social skills of children with developmental problems".  A 
formalized model is proposed to account for the nature and direction of the incre-
mental game transformation based on the preferences of the individual child. The 
results provided statistically significant difference in the desired direction of game 
change. Examples with humanoid and non-humanoid educational robots are dis-
cussed with relevance to the topic of COST Action IC1404 WG3 Application Do-
mains. 
Keywords: Cyber-Physical Systems, multi-domain modeling, game design and 
evaluation, special education 
1 Introduction 
 
The concept of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is being introduced to account for 
technical devices with certain adaptive, sensing and reasoning abilities with a vary-
ing degree of autonomous behavior within networked environments  (briefly named 
Internet-of-Things) – with or without the human in the information and control loop 
[1, 2, 3]. Seven types of CPS are most often discussed in the working documents of 
the EU [4, 5] (first 7 rows of Table 1). To them 3 additional, but none less important, 
can be proposed as emerging and rapidly acquiring influence in present day society 
- under No 8-10 of Table 1.  
Environmental robotics includes swarm robots, robots intended to replace bees 
in the field, growing robots like trees, robotic fish intended to collect the underwater 
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pollution especially in bay areas of big cities and underwater cleaning of ship cor-
puses. Two such robotic systems are currently being developed under the FET Pro-
active funding scheme of the EC – 2015-2018: FLORA ROBOTICA and subCUL-
Tron [6]. 
The domain of CPS for creativity, art, social communication/media and compan-
ionship deal with the entertainment industry where robotic performance is compa-
rable to the human one – in composing music, painting, performing music or danc-
ing and in simulating human-to-human communication in the social media [e.g. 7, 
8].  
Table 1. Classification of Cyber-Physical Systems 
No Cyber-Physical Systems  
1. Disabled People 
2. Healthcare 
3. Agriculture & Food Supply 
4. Manufacturing 
5. Energy & Critical Infrastructures 
6. Transport & Logistics 
7. Community Security & Safety 
8. Environmental Robotics 
9. Creativity, Art, Social Communication/media and Companionship 
10. Education & Pedagogical Rehabilitation 
 
 
The education & pedagogical rehabilitation frameworks have emerged recently 
but have been employed widely for implementing information and robotic technol-
ogy in clinics and special education [e.g. 9, 10, 11]. A promising case is the Wizard 
of Oz experimental framework for the analysis of the human response to the perfor-
mance of the robot [12]. 
We witness the emergence of a new ontology, so-called ‘rob-ontology’ with a 
special application domain being education. Currently robots are being used as part 
of the subject “informatics” (i.e. computer science) or in extra-curriculum lessons. 
Our view is that the moment of introducing robots at school is late – at the age of 
12 or older - whereas almost all above mentioned robotic systems and platforms are 
designed for little children. If we populate the child’s environment with robots from 
the age of 3, this will help feel comfortable with technology from a very early age, 
very much in the same way as smartphones and laptops have already done. This will 
also open workplace for technicians, engineers, software developers and multidis-
ciplinary teams, including psychologists and special education teachers, at kinder-
garden and school and will give examples of highly skilled jobs to the children. The 
educators will learn technical and programming skills to operate the robotic plat-
forms.  
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The robots will assist the teachers in the process by exhibiting cognitive and so-
cial skills in an amusing learning environment. The process of implementing robotic 
technology at school is to be gradual – from simple to more complex behaviors of 
the robot. The schools that decide not to implement robotics will be at disadvantage 
with the others, so legal regulation will be necessary to promote the new trend 
with using robot assistants to the teacher. Parents can be informed and attracted to 
the idea by pointing out the possibilities that robots can demonstrate regarding shap-
ing their children’s interests. 
In general, all these 10 groups of CPS encompass the large, domain specific de-
velopments of robotic systems that are implemented in practice to this moment or 
are currently being designed. But in terms of the internal ontological specificity of 
the CPS, or the robots under consideration, the following taxonomy/categorization 
of robots is proposed along the dimension of the level of involvement of the human 
in defining, controlling or predicting the behavior of the robot from the lowest hu-
man involvement to the highest: Autonomous CPS, Semi-autonomous CPS and 
Assistive CPS. The latter are technological platforms (networked software and 
hardware, e.g. Aldebaran’s NAO [13]) for design of scenarios of robot behavior. 
The main applications of the assistive CPS are: education, pedagogical rehabilita-
tion, mental health, playing games, socializing (as well as in other domains).  
One possible application of assistive CPS is presented further in the present pa-
per. The domains of game design for education and the control system design are 
merged into the domain of novel educational technology design (Fig. 1).  
 
  
Fig. 1. Multi-domain approach towards the process of game design in special education 
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The approach is implemented within the recent EEA Grant project of Bulgaria 
and Norway "METEMSS: Methodologies and technologies for enhancing the motor 
and social skills of children with developmental problems" (2015-2016) [14].  
 
 
2 A Formal Model of the Design Process of Assistive 
CPS in Special Education 
 
The proposed evolving design of games for children with special needs describes 
the transition from one experiment in real-life conditions to another, not just from 
pilot to real-life testing, which is the main specificity of the current approach. The 
pilot testing in the laboratory is denoted as Experiment 0 in Fig. 2. 
 
  
Fig. 2. A systems approach to the representation of the process of game testing in the evolving 
design framework 
 
Consider the process of training motor and social skills of children using evolv-
ing game design. Children play games consecutively, either individually, or in 
groups (figure 2). The assessment of the game is made based on the set of averaged 
scores given by the teachers at the end of each game and at the end of each experi-
ment along several game dimensions. After each experiment and in case of unsatis-
factory result, improvements are being made in the games. These improvements in 
the games after each experiment are considered the manipulated process variables 
in terms of the control vector ࢁ࢑.  
 
ࢁ࢑ ൌ ቂݑଵݑଶቃ ∈ ज
૛, 	݇ ൌ 1,2, … , 	ܰ       (1) 
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is a 2-dimensional vector representing 2 types of possible improvements of the 
games after the k-th experiment, 	݇ ൌ 1,2, … , 	ܰ: 
- adding a new function/functionality to the game -	ݑଵ; - adding new elements to the construction of the game - ݑଶ.  The process terminates when the game has no further capacity for improvement. 
Let’s denote the state after the i-th game from k-th experiment by ࢞ሺࡳࢇ࢓ࢋ࢏࢑ሻ. After completion of the k-th experiment, if the result is not satisfactory from a de-
signer point of view, we make improvements in the games. The improvements can 
be of both types - ݑଵ, ݑଶ - from the described above, or only one, in the opinion of the experts. These improvements are assumed the control actions on the process of 
enhancing the trained skills of children, playing the games, within the proposed 
model. Therefore, the initial value of the k+1-st experiment is determined by a non-
homogeneous linear system described by 
 
࢞ሺࡳࢇ࢓ࢋ૚࢑ା૚ሻ ൌ ࢞ሺࡳࢇ࢓ࢋࡼ࢑ሻ ൅ ࡮ࢁ࢑, ݇ ൌ 1,2, … ,ܰ,   (2)  
where ࢁ࢑	is the control variable from the k-th to k+1-st experiment.  
Matrix ࡮ ∈ ज࢓ൈ૛ consists of coefficients, reflecting the individual m number of 
skills of the participating children, as described by their teachers in the children’s 
profiles. The detailed description of the model is presented in [15]. 
3 Types of Games Included in the Evolving Game 
Design Framework 
 
The developed games within the METEMSS framework are intended for use in 
motor, cognitive and social skills training. Games of type I use Kinect sensor for 
3D interaction within a virtual environment via gestures (Fig. 3). 
 
Fig. 3. A child, playing game called “Flipper”, hitting virtual balls to reach a target on the screen 
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Type II are games with humanoid robot NAO. The interaction with a humanoid 
robot is always very emotional (Fig. 4, right).  
 
 
Fig. 4. A child playing basketball with NAO humanoid robot. 
Type III are games with nonhumanoid robots – "Minion" doll with robotic arm 
(figure 5) and a walking robot called BigFoot (figure 6). The CPS implementing 
non-humanoid robots were designed at ISER-BAS especially for the project 
METEMSS with the assistance of the Departments of Medico-social sciences and 
Logopedics of the South West University, Bulgaria.  
 
  
Fig. 5. A Minion doll with anthropomorphic robotic hand 
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A Minion doll was equipped with an anthropomorphic robotic hand designed 
with 3D printing technology and controlled by a Kinect sensor (Fig. 5, right). The 
doll imitates the gestures of the child. As a reward, a song is played when the child 
is attentive to the game. The observed effect was of assisting the development of 
the social skills via the robotic technology – both humanoid and non-humanoid by 
creating an entertaining and amusing environment in the special school [16]. 
 
 
Fig.6 . Remotely controlled non-humanoid robot BigFoot in an imaginary environment 
The walking robot BigFoot was placed in a social context – in a scene with build-
ings, trees, animals - and the task of the children was to remotely control its move-
ments left-right, up-down, to reach a certain goal. It trains learning of colors, shapes 
and directions (figure 7). 
 
Fig. 7. A child remotely controlling the movement of the walking robot BigFoot 
We have called the approach Evolving design of games for children with special 
learning needs. It consists of the following steps: 
- Conducting Experiment 0 in the laboratory (piloting); 
- Conducting Experiment 1 in real life settings; 
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- Analysis and recommendations for evolution of the game design; 
- Game modifications; 
- Conducting Experiment 2 in real life settings; 
- Evaluation of the change in quantitative terms. 
 
Examples of the proposed game modifications between 2 successive experiments 
as elements of vector Uk are the following. Changing the interface of a game is an 
example of 	ݑଵ	. The laptop from Fig. 6 was replaced with a joystick, so that the 
robot and its control are within the eye view of the child. Example of 	ݑଶ	is adding 
a constructive element in the game (adding a holding platform to the Walking robot) 
as presented in Fig. 8, following the child’s request. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Adding a holding platform to the Walking robot from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2 
Adding a holding platform to the Walking robot on child’s request makes the game 
design participative. 
 
4 Issues of Evaluation and Adaptation: Main 
Hypotheses  
 
The main hypotheses for the quantitative comparison of the games were the follow-
ing: 
H1. Games with bigger change in their design from experiment 1 to experiment 
2 will be given scores by the teachers in the expected direction for positive change. 
H2. Games with overall positive scores for improved design will score positively 
for both motivation and interest of the children. 
In total 73 filled in questionnaires were collected from the teachers in both ex-
periments. These consisted in 9 Likert scales along dimensions like “role for cogni-
tive/social/motor development”, “interest of the child”, “motivating role of the 
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game”, etc. [15]. Four of the games produced subsequent testing according of the 
model and were used to validate the hypotheses - „Flipper“, „Forms and Shapes“, 
„Walking Robot BigFoot“ and „Minion Doll with Robotic Hand“. These 4 games 
were used to test hypotheses 1 and 2. 
The results regarding H1 were the following: The 2-factor ANOVA did not re-
veal main effect of the factor “Game”, nor of the factor “Experiment”,  however 
revealed significant interaction between the factors, F(3, 56) = 3.70, p = 0.017, 
which was expected, meaning that scores of games behaved differently in different 
conditions. The overall scores of the teachers of the games Walking Robot and Min-
ion Doll were higher after experiment 2 in comparison with experiment 1, unlike 
the other 2 games, therefore supporting H1.  
The results regarding H2 were the following: Two-way ANOVA did not reveal 
main effect of game on the scores and no interaction, but revealed main effect of 
Experiment for the games Walking Robot BigFoot and Minion Doll with Robotic 
Hand, in teacher’s assessment of children’s interest and motivation, F(1, 28) = 4.77, 
p = 0.038. Both evaluations of children’s motivation and interest in the modified 
games after experiment 2 were significantly higher for these 2 games than after 




The proposed system model for evaluation of the process of design of games is an 
effective instrument of the evolving design of games for children with special needs. 
The evolving design describing the transition from one experiment in real-life con-
ditions to another, not just from pilot to real-life testing, is the main specificity of 
the current approach. It can be applied to predict the direction of game evolution in 
quantitative terms. The attitudes of the children towards the modified games are 
well reflected in the teachers’ scores along several dimensions. The multi-domain 
approach is applicable in other educational scenarios and fulfills the role of bringing 
technology closer to children and assisting the teachers in their profession. 
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An example of service humidity control 
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ͻ WŽŽůŝŶŐ ŝĚĞĂƐ ŚŽǁ ƚŽ ĨŽƌŵ ƚŚĞ ϮͲǇĞĂƌ ŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇͲŽƌŝĞŶƚĞĚ ŵĂƐƚĞƌͲůĞǀĞů ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ
ͻ &ŝŐƵƌŝŶŐ ŽƵƚ ǁŚĂƚ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ĞŵƉůŽǇĞƌƐ ƚŚŝŶŬ ĂďŽƵƚ ƋƵĂůŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ ĨŽƌ
ŐƌĂĚƵĂƚĞƐ ŽĨ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞͲŽƌŝĞŶƚĞĚ ŵĂƐƚĞƌƐŚŝƉƐ
ͻ /ĚĞŶƚŝĨǇŝŶŐ ƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ ƚŽ ŐƌĂĚƵĂƚĞƐ ŽĨ ŵĂƐƚĞƌƐŚŝƉƐ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ Ηϰ н ϮΗ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ





ͻ ^h ĚĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚƐ ŽĨ ^ĞŵŝĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŽƌ ƉŚǇƐŝĐƐ͕ >ĂƐĞƌ ƉŚǇƐŝĐƐ͕ ŶĞƌŐǇ
ƉŚǇƐŝĐƐ
ͻ ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ /ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞ ĨŽƌ EƵĐůĞĂƌ WƌŽďůĞŵƐ ŽĨ ^h
ͻ ĞůĂƌƵƐŝĂŶ WŚǇƐŝĐĂů ^ŽĐŝĞƚǇ





































































































ͻ ZĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶƚƐ ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ĂďŽƵƚ ϱϬͲϴϬйŽĨŵĂƐƚĞƌͲůĞǀĞů ƵŶĚĞƌŐƌĂĚƵĂƚĞƐ ĐĂŶƐƚĂǇ


















Inspiration for the next steps
&ƌŽŵƚŚĞK^dĂĐƚŝŽŶĚĞĨŝŶĞĚƚĂĐŬƐ͗
 dŽŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇƚŚĞĂĚĞƋƵĂƚĞƉƌŽĨŝůĞ;ƐͿŽĨW^ĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ
 ^ĞƚƚŚĞďĂƐĞĨŽƌĂŶƵƌŽƉĞĂŶDĂƐƚĞƌͬWŚWƌŽŐƌĂŵŝŶDWDϰW^
ŝŶǀŽůǀŝŶŐƐĞǀĞƌĂůƵƌŽƉĞĂŶůĞĂĚŝŶŐhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚŝĞƐ
 WƌŽŵŽƚĞůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞŽŶƚŚĞƚŽƉŝĐ͕ǁŚŝůĞĚĞĨŝŶŝŶŐĐŽƵƌƐĞŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů
ĞǇŽŶĚƚŚĞK^dĂĐƚŝŽŶƚŽŝŶŝƚŝĂƚĞƚŚĞŶĞǆƚƐƚĞƉƐ͕Ğ͘Ő͘Z^Dh^н
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ͗
 ĞŶĞĨŝƚƐƚŽhƵŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚŝĞƐ͗
 WƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůƐƚĞƉƐƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂŶĚƚŽƚĞƐƚĐŽƵƌƐĞƐĂŶĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ
 KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇƚŽĨŝŶĂŶĐĞƚŚĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ
 ŝƐƐĞŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚĞǆƉůŽŝƚĂƚŝŽŶďĞǇŽŶĚƚŚĞK^dĂĐƚŝŽŶ
 KƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇƚŽƐĞůĞĐƚŵŽƚŝǀĂƚĞĚƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĨƌŽŵhWĂƌƚŶĞƌĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ
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